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The Problem 2f ~ Unmanageable Literature 
With an increasing number of researchers using a continually improving 

technology and turning out an accelerating amount of data and findings, every 
academic is faced with the growing urgency of finding some way to keep pace with 
the literature. He has difficulty even being aware of all the publications re-
levant to his interest much less trying to read them all. In our own disciplL~e 
of political science the number of books published annually has increased greatly 
in recent yearso New journals are being started to meet the urgent need for publi
cation outlets for research findings. With the development toward interdisciplinary 
research a greater variety of journals contain articles of interest to political 
scientists. It is patently impossible, at this point, for the conscientious political 
scientist to read everything he should and the burdens of teaching and research make 
it almost impossible for him to read even those pieces with highest priority. 

The problem is not merely one of inadequate time for reading; with the 
growing volume of literature, the search for relevant materials becomes so t~e 
consuming that searching may take as much time as reading. Apart from the dif
ficulties of finding and reading literature relevant to onevs interests there is 
the task of comprehending its significance. It is important to inventory the 
findings in a given area if the full import of past research is to be realized in 
future research. Yet, a single researcher using traditional note taking methods 
faces a physically exhausting task in preparing such an inventory. As a consequence, 
inadequate inventories of findings impede progress in the vital task of theory con
struction. This is especially true of inductive theory which builds on data and 
findings from empirical studieso Coordinate and/or contradictory findings may not 
be brought into juxtaposition and opportunities for special insights or the creation 
of islands of theory may slip by. 

Because we fall behind in comprehending or even reading the relevant 
literature, we introduce great inefficiencies in our research efforts. There is 
an increasing probability that important relevant materials will be overlooked. 
By falling behind in our reading we may collect data that have already been col
lected or conduct a study that has already been done. By falling behind . in theory 
construction, we undertake research projects without an effective strategy far 
assigning research priorities. 

Greater specialization is not an effective solution to the problem. 
Specialists reading only in their field of interest still have the problem of inte
grating and remembering what they have read and the flow of materials in any 
specialty seems to be increasing. Furthermore, qualified specialists must be aware 
of general developments in their discipline and in related disciplines in order to 
most effectively advance their specialty. Thus, specialists too have a stor~ge 
and retrieval problem that is well nigh insurmountable ~rith present methods. 

Traditional methods for note-taking, card-filing, citation-gathering, 
bibliography-compiling, and indexing are inadequate to handle contemporary search 
and retrieval problems for they usually are tied to the physical capabilities of 
one human being. Because these personal responses to the problem are tailor-made 
to the temperaments and styles of individual scholars, they do not lend themselves 
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to coordination, cumulation, and collective use. Notes taken by a scholar for one 
project are seldom adaptable by a colleague for a somewhat different project. Thus 
we find waves of scholars returning to the same mine of materials without knOltrlng 
"mat earlier scholars have abstracted or what their contemporaries are currently 
abstracting 9 it is an enormously wasteful duplication of efforto 

Some sort of organization probably could be imposed on these traditional 
methods so that the work of many scholars could be coordinated and cumulated, thus 
obviating some of the currently wasteful duplication of efforto Abstracting would 
have to be done according to a carefully worked out set of procedures and the final 
product would have to be readily intelligible by the non-initiate to the abstracting 
procedure. A coordinated abstracting effort could produce an enormous stack of 
materials but this very enormity would create an even more difficult storage, 
search, and retrieval problem that traditional methods could not handle. 

An Automated Information Storage, Search, and Retrieval System 
Searching for some more adequate way to handle the storage, search, and 

retrieval of abstracted materials we have been trying to see if computers could 
be used for that purposeo They hold promise because of their enormous physical 
capacity not only in memory storage but in storage on magnetic tapeo Their great 
speed enables them to search~ retrieve, and assemble with much greater speed and 
thoroughness than could ever be achieved by humanso Recent models read and write 
ordinary language text. They are expensive to rent or use but, considering the 
amount of work they can do in a unit of time, they probably are not as expensive 
as human laboro To put it another way, they enable us to undertake tasks that 
would be unthinkable if we had mere human labor available. 

Recent thinking about computer usage has resulted in several ingenious 
applications to political science materials: a) Computers now are widely used to 
make statistical analyses of quantitative datao The Banks and Textor application 
to gross dati describing more than 100 polities is one of the more ambitious and 
imaginative. b) New roles have been found for computers in the storage, manipula
tion, and retrieval of ~ datao Ralph BiscoYs paper discusses the sophisticated 
data retrieval system being developed for the Inter-University Consortium for 
Political Researcho2 c) Computers also have been used to test hypotheses and con
struct theories in a variety of simulation contexts, oftentimes by having the 
computer simulate thought and other processes of human behavior03 d) Computer's 
can process textual information and there are several instances of their being used 
for content analysiso4 e) Computers have been used to prepare keyword indexes to 

1. Arthur So Banks and Robert B. Textor, p:. Cross-Polity Surveyo (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1963). 

2. Also see his, flInformation Retrieval from Data Archives: The ICPR System," 
American Behavioral Scientist, 7 (June, 1964) 45-480 

3. Carl I. Hovland$) tiComputer Simulation of Thinking,f~ ~ James S. Coleman, uAnalysis 
of Social Structures and Simulation of Social Processes with Electronic 
Computers,fI, Ithiel de Sola Pool and Robert Ableson, The Simulmatics Project,ti 
all in Harold Guetzkow (edo) Simulation iu Social Science: Readings. Engle
wood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1962). 

4. Philip J. Stone, & al., tiThe General Inquirer: A Computer System for Content 
Analysis and Retrieval Based on the Sentence as a Unit of Informationj)t? Be
havioral Science, 7 (October, 1962) 484-498. Also see Robert c. North, ~ ale 
Content Analysiso (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1963)0 
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political science literatureo 5 Finally, we are hopeful that computers will help to 
solve the problems discussed aboveo 

Specifications for an Adequate Storage and Retrieval System 

In thinking about the specifications for an adequate system we have 
sought to devise a system which will alleviate the major literature handling 
problems of the modern scholar. Thus j this discussion of specifications will be 
placed in the context of a description of the uses scholars could make of a fully 
developed and operational systemo Someday systems will be developed to achieve the 
goals and specifications set forth here~ we cannot, at this stage~ guarantee that 
our system is the full answer to the problemo 

The researcher or writer with a given topic to study should be able to 
obtain a quick and reliable search of the relevant literature. The search should 
be thorough and yet selective so that the researcher is not drowned in computer 
output 0 This requires a powerful search program able to retrieve information 
closely relevant to the needs of the scholaro The retrieved information should be 
ready to use without translation and lengthy processing; thus j the system must 
handle natural language text in the search and retrieval procedureso In addition, 
the retrieved information should be printed out in the cont~ of the original 
study thus facilitating proper interpretation of the materialo The retrieved in
formation must satisfy the scholar so that he is not driven to consult the original 
publications; thus, the abstracted material should j so far as possible~ use the 
author?s own words and full information for citation purposes (page numbers and 
bibliography citations) should be included in the outputo 

~ The scholar needs to be reasonabl~ certain that he has before him all 
available information relevant to his task, thus the system must be able to ac
comodate vast quantities of input 0 This input may be in the form of full texts or, 
more likely, in the form of abstracts o It is important that I some prOVision be 
made for updating and revising the master input file so that the latest information 
becomes available without delayo Having all the available findings on the subject 
before him at once enables the researcher to see gaps in the literature and to 
hypothesize relationships that might bridge themo The scholar is better able to 
build islands of theory with a full set of findings before himo He can see where 
the findings from several studies are cumulative and also where tbey conflict, 
thus indiaating the need for future research o 

Studying output from the retrieval system probably will be no substitute 
for a general acquaintance with the literatureo The more one knows about a given 
field, the more readily intelligible the retrieval output will beo Scholars 
coming fresh to a subject probably will want to read generally in an area before 
asking the computer to search it for themo 

The teacher too will find use for this systemo Suppose he has a lecture 
coming up next week for which he would like to revise his lecture noteso He can 
ask the system to search the literature on the topic and can, with minimum effort, 
bring his notes up to dateo In a similar vein, the resources of the system should 
be of enormous aid to writers and revisers of text books. Time costs for finding 

Kenneth Janda (edo L Cumulative Index 1Q. the American Political Science Review9 

Volumes 1-57: 1906-19630 (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 19b4) 0 
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the most up-to-date information and reporting it in a text should be substantially 
reduced 0 It might even considerably improve the quality of the texts. 

So far we have been talking about specific retrieval requests. It also 
will be possible to leave a continuing request with the system which will auto
matically deliver to the scholar any new information on the topics he specifieso 
Supp05e~ for example~ that an academic leaves a request that he receive abstracts 
of any new articles on books on his specialty (~oKo~ political behavior, voting 
behavior, political participation, legislative behavior). Whenever an abstract 
of a new book or article on any of these topics is added to the repository, his 
request is automatically activated and the abstract is printed out and delivered 
to his desk. Such a system ~uld be a great aid to the scholar attempting to keep 
current with the literature. 

In the light of these potential uses let us summarize the specifications 
for an adequate search and retrieval systemo 1) It should have a powerful search 
feature retrieving jnformation closely relevant to the needs of the scholar. 2) 
It should use natural language text. 3) Retrieved information should be placed in 
the context of the original study to facilitate interpretation. 4) Abstracted 
material should, so far as possible~ use the author9s own words and be accompanied , ~ 

by page and bibliographic citations. 5) The system should accomodate vast quantites 
of input either as full texts or as abstractso 6) It should pro~ide for updating 
and reVising the master input fileo 7) It should have a provision for automatic 
notification of scholars of new materials in their sphere of interesto 8) Finally, 
let us add that the system should be easy to use and economical in both time and 
money, thus facilitating ready access and full use by all scholarso 

TRIAL: Technique to Retrieve Information from Abstracts of Literature 
The title of our attempt to set up a system that matches, so far as pos

sible, the above specifications is called TRIAL. The title not only is descriptive 
of our method but also reflects the exploratory nature of the effort. Some day 
automated information retrieval systems will be commonplace aids to scholars, but 
many exploratory steps must be taken along that roado New developments probably 
will improve on the sustem described here, and technological breakthroughs may make 
the TRIAL approach to the problem altogether obsolete. In the meantime, the system 
will provide valuable experience and should supply some aid to scholars in managing 
their literature. 

Experimentation with propositionalizing and information retrieval has for 
several years been part of the developmental efforts of the Political Science De
partment at Northwesterno Dennis Sullivan, under the direction of Harold Guetzkow 
and Richard Snyder, co-directors of the International Relations Program, embarked 
on an effort to propositionalize international relations textbooks.? His effort 
was not totally successful, largely because of the fuzzy conceptual level of the 
materials on which he worked. Later Harold Guetzkow worked with Barry Collins to 
develop a system for abstracting propositions from the literature on small group 

A forerunner of such a system has been in operation at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley for the past two yearSo See Julian Feldman, iiA Not-So
Happy Experience with Selective Dissemination of Information," (ditto, U. of 
Calo, June 10, 1964)0 

Dennis G. Sullivan, Towards ~ Inventor;y: of Major .IY....9,l29_SJ.'J:.ioI1§. Cont9.ined m. 
Contemporary Textbooks in Interna~iona~ ~el~~ionso tPhoD. dissertat ion, 
Northwestern University, June 1963) o ' 

';(1 
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experiments in psychology and social psychology. The abstracts were used to write 
a textbook on small group research. 8 Their system was designed to use keysort 
cards for the search and retrieval procedures, but this met with only limited 
successo Hand sorting proved to be almost as fast and was more thorough and flex
ible in that all the categories did not have to be anticipated at the time the 
cards were notchedo 

In the fall of 1962 11ilbrath lead a graduate seminar on political 
participation; the seminar project was to propositionalize the literature on 
political participation. The Collins-Guetzkow abstracting system was adopted for 
this project 1i.Lth slight modifications. Propositions were formalized and recorded 
with independent variables stated on the left side of the page and dependent vari
ables on the right; arrows and other symbols were used to indicate the findings 
about the relationship between the variables. These propositions were dittoed on 
individual sheets of paper with the intention of transferring them onto 5 x 8 key
sort cards 0 The twenty participants in the seminar abstracted about 180 articles ~ 
and books and collected about 5~OOO propositions. It soon became clear that the 
keysort search procedure did not have the capacity and the flexibility that would 
be required to handle a large amount of literature. Some more adequate system 
had to be devised for searching and retrieving propositions from abstracts. 

We turned to recording the information on punchcards so that computers 
could be used in the search and retrieval operationso Drawing on our experience 
with keyword indexing of social science titles,9 we conceived of a computerized 
system for searching out and retrieving specific propositions according to their 
main terms or keywords. We envisioned a system that not only would retrieve pro
positional statements containing the keywords specified in the searching process 
but also would place these propositions in the context of the original study. 
Accompanying each retrieved proposition was a summary of the original study and a 
paragraph of elaboration giving the meaning and basis of each statement. This 
would enable the user of the system to evaluate the information retrieved by his 
search within the context of the original study. 

Our initial thinking on automating the system was conducted within the 
Collins-Guetzkow-Milbrath propositionalizing framework which isolated formal pro
positions and stated them as a simple juxtaposition of keywords, such as "Education 
-----Voting, ti with the connecting line indicating the statement of the relation
ship. The role assigned to the computer in this scheme involved little more than 
matching the keywords in the propositions with the keywords specified for the 
search. Human abstracters had to perform the difficult and tedious task of re
ducing the propositions in the literature to this format. We began to think of 
shifting some of this work from the abstracters to the computer after consulting 
with Mr. William Tetzlaff of Northwestern UniversityYs computing center. He pro
posed writing a more general searching program that could accomodate natural 
language text with virtually no format restrictions. This stimtuated a change in 
the focus of the project from that of propositionalizing the literature to that of 
abstracting it for both genuine propositions and simple statements of fact or 
"findings." 

8. Barry Eo Collins and Harold Guetzkow, A Social Psychology 2f Group Processes 
~ Decision Making. (New York: Wiley, 1964.) 

90 Kenneth Janda, t1Keyword Indexes for the Behavioral Sciences, t1 American Be
havioral Scientist, 7 (June, 1964) 55-58. 
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Preparation 2! the TRIAL Input: Although there is no technical obstacle 
to the use of full texts as input to TRIAL, we have elected to use abstracts. It, 
certainly, is less expensive in terms of material$ keypunching time, storage space, 
and computer time to include only abstracted "essential'? information. In addition 
to achieving these economies, abstracting also promised to improve the effective
ness of the retrieval process itself. Findings and propositions are sometimes well 
camouflaged in the literature and might escape detection by machine searcheso A 
skillful abstracter often must expose them for selection in the retrieval process. 

abstracts: 
Borko and Chatman have recognized a basic distinction between types of 

One kind of abstracting is usually referred to as tvInformative71 

(ninformational,u "direct,ff); it provides the reader wIth the basic 
informational content of the article. The other is the f1descript.ivell 
abstract (tiindicative, t1 tlalerting,'1L, whose function is to "direct/' 
"alert, U tiprovide current awareness, tI t1acquaint •• 0 vlith the gist of 
the article, ¥1 libring reader 9s attention to important articles they 
may have overlooked," and to "permit the reader to decide whether 
the article or book reviewed would be of value or interest to him$" 
etc 0 10 

According to this distinction, our abstracts are clearly designed to be ninformativett 

rather than merely udescriptiveti in character. The function of our abstracting is 
to obviate the necessity of reading the article at all. 

Every TRIAL abstract is physically divided into a Hsummary" section des
cribing the study as a vlhole and one "statement'1 and one i1 el aborationU section for 
each proposition or finding identified in the study. The "summary" section of the 
abstract attempts to describe the article in terms of each of the following 
headings:' "the problemou uresearch design," Iiconclusionsll'1 and Y1suggestions for 
research." Not every article can be described in terms of these headings, there
fore, the abstracter may omit reference to them if they are inappropriateo They 
are intended mainly to give a somewhat uniform structure to the information in the 
summary. 

Each proposition or finding identified L~ the article is represented in 
the abstract by a fistatementU and an fielaborationo Ii The Ustatementfi contains a 
clear presentation of a given proposition or finding. Direct quotations of pro
positions or findings are used whenever the original language is suitable, but it 
is sometimes desirable for the abstracter to prepare his own statement for greater 
clarity or economy of expression. The statement is follolved immediately by an 
i?elaboration, f7 which contains additional information relevant to understandi.."'lg the 
proposition or finding. This information might include the operational or con
ceptual definitions employed, statistical procedures followed, and the introduction 
of control variables. 

The quality of the abstract is, of course, affected by the skills and 
knowledge of the person doing the abstracting. It is obviously important that the 
abstracter know the literature in which he is working. A student thoroughly 
familiar with the subject simply makes better decisions about vlhat to include and 
exclude, and he often is able to facilitate the retrieval process by introducing 

lao Harold Berko and Seymour Chatman, "Criteria for Acceptable Abstracts: A 
Survey of Abstracters 9 Instructions, tI American Documentation. 14 (April, 
1963) $ 1500 
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in parentheses key terms that did not appear in the original statement. To insure 
accuracy it would be wise~ whenever possible~ to submit abstracts to the author(s) 
of the original article or book for suggestions for revision. Even the best ab
stracter can overlook an important point or misinterpret a complicated analysis. 

A major drawback is that abstracting is a tedious process thus making it 
difficult to enlist the energies of established scholars on a full or part-time 
basis. It could offer employment to advanced graduate students or to knowledgeable 
and skilled persons ,\'1ho are confined to their homes by familial responsibilities. 
If the utility of the system proves to be sufficiently great, it is not incon
ceivable that scholars could be persuaded to adjust their personal note taking 
procedures so that their individual efforts could contribute to a 11pool" of 
abstracts. 

The abstracts for this beginning phase of TRIAL were prepared by Mrs. Jean 
Jacobsohn, who graduated from Northwestern in 1964 with a BoAo and honors in 
political scienceo In general she followed the procedure of first reading through 
the original article in order to identify the propositions and take notes for the 
summary 0 She then reread the article and typed the abstract on erasable paper 
with the margins adjusted for a 60 space line; this corresponds exactly with the 
60 columns of space available to record information on each punchcard in accordance 
with the TRIAL format 0 By not hyphenating any words at the end of the line and by 
making agreed upon substitutions for characters not available on the computer 
printers, Mrs. Jacobsohn produced a copy that was exactly reproducable by a key
punch operator on punchcardso 

In shifting our focus from propositionalizing to abstracting propositions 
and findings, we decided to make greater use of quotations from the original pub
lication than abstracting conventions normally allowo Borkovs and ChatmanVs survey 
of 130 sets of abstracting instructions prepared by vaTious scientific publications 
did not even mention rules pertaining to the use of quotations. We believed, how
ever, that frequent use of direct quotations would decrease the amount of sub
jectivity involved in preparing the input~ better preserve the meanings intended 
by the authors, and increase user satisfaction with the TRI~L output, for he would 
not need to consult the original article in order to cite it. Our abstracting in
structions stressed absolute accuracy in punctuating quoted material so the user 
could be confident about using TRIAL output in this manner. 

According to our abstracting philosophy, the uideali ' abstract would be 
constructed entirely out of quotations from the original texto If the wording of 
the article did not lend itself to quotation~ the goal was to construct a clear 
and concise statement of the proposition or findingo Such statements also were to 
be used as bridges between quotations or to summarize informationo The abstracter 
also was instructed to indicate the boundaries of the information available in the 
original articleo For example, this called for disclosing whether or not the 
statistical procedures reported in the article were reported fully in the abstracto 
In short, we aimed at preparing abstracts that gave the essential information in 
the authoris own words and told the reader what additional information he could 
expect to find if he consulted the original articleo 

~ Computer Searching Process. The keypunch operator punches one card 
for each of the lines on the typewritten copy prepared by the abstracter. The 
letter text is placed within the first 60 columns of an 80 column card. The key
punch operator also adds a lIclass ' l number in column 75 of each card. The class 
numbers indicate whether the individual cards contain information about the author, 
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title, or .iournal of the article (classes 1, 2, or 3 respectively) or whether the 
cards represent lines in the SUID~r. (class 4)~ a statement (class 7)~ or an 
elaboration of a statement (class 8 0 These numbers are used by the program to 
instruct the machine what cards it should searcho 

The keypunch operator also assigns a number ~ 1n columns 73-74 to every 
card in the ith statement and the ith elaboration, so that all the cards relevant 
to the first-proposition or finding identified in a given article are punched nOl" 
in those columns, all the cards for the second proposition or finding are punched 
"02,11 and so forth. Finally, after all the cards for an abstract have been punched 
and corrected for errors, they are numbered sequentially in four columns (76-79) 
beginning with OOOls column 80 is punched 0 0 In effect, this produces a sequencing 
by tens instead of units. This facilitates editing the abstracts once they have 
been read from the punchcards onto magnetic tape as explained in the next paragraph. 
These sequence numbers are not used in the searching operations. 

Magnetic tape is used for the search and retrieval operations instead of 
punchcards because it is much more efficient and convenient for communicating with 
computers 0 Once the information has been put on magnetic tape, however, it is re
moved from direct human observation and manipulationo A spelling error is easily 
remedied when punchcards are being processed; one merely removes the card in error 
and inserts a correct oneo Corrections and changes are not so simple when the in
formation is represented by magnetized spots on a plastic ribbono William Tetzlaff 
wrote a special program as part of the TRIAL system to provide greater flexibility 
in editing abstracts after they have been put on tapeq This program, which will 
not be discussed in detail in this paper, provides for automatically inserting, re
placing, or deleting whole abstracts and for changing any number of individual 
cards in any given abstract without changing the sequence of the original cardso 
Because the original cards are numbered in tens instead of units, as many as nine 
new cards may be inserted between cards "0004011 and n00050il by numbering the new 
ones in column 80 so as to make them "00041, iI 1100042, n etc. 

The system's search and retrieval program, like the editing program, was 
written by William Tetzlaff in MAP language for the IBM 709 computer operating 
under the IBM IBSYS monitor. Like the editing program, it is quite simple in its 
operation. A search of the abstract tape is initiated simply by placing after the 
program deck a card bearing information identifying the search to be made. The 
information on this card serves only the function of labeling the print-out for 
identification purposes; it could contain a phrase like i~ILBRATH AND JANDA -
SEARCH FOR EDUCATION AND VOTING TURNOOT." Since all instruction cards are virtually 
free of format restrictions, this information could begin anywhere on the card. The 
progra~ tells the machine to begin scanning in column 1 for a non-blank column and 
to regard the contents of that column and the following 58 columns as the identify
ing label. The machine considers the identification label terminated when it en
counters a simple cornrr~, wherever that comma may appear. Identifying information 
that extends past a comma, or is more than 59 columns in length, is ignored by the 
machine. 

The cormna serves both to end the identification label and to instruct the 
machine to be on the alert for the designation of the uclassesi1 of cards in which 
the user wants to gearch for keywords. Assume, for example, that the user wants to 
search for findings or propositions relevant to the relationship between t?education9i 

and 11voting turnout. t1 The program is designed to permit searching any or all 
classes of input cards. In this example, however, the search probably would be made 
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only within the statement cards~ class 7. The instruction to the machine would be 
to ignore the author~ title~ journal~ summary and elaboration cards and to search 
only the statement cards for information dealing with the relationship between 
t1educationU and fivoting turnoutg 1i 

The search command is communicated to the computer by specifying within 
parentheses certain keywords and logical connections that must exist between the 
keywords in order for a statement to qualify for retrieval. After reading the code 
number or numbers of the classes of cards to be searched~ the machine senses it is 
receiving a search command when it reads a left parenthesis. Because any given 
command may contain more than one combination of keywords arranged in "nests" of 
parentheses, the machine continues to read keywords until the number of right 
parentheses read equals the number of ~o It will then evaluate the logic of 
the command, working outward from the innermost set of parentheses. 

The researcher or user of the system must specj.fy the keywords he wants 
the machine to use in making its search. In our example, the words Ileducation, fi 
"voting, fi and nturnoutfY would certainly be used~ but we would also want the search 
to include f1college,i1 Hschool,f' flschooling,t1 and perhaps the phrase "political 
participationo ti All these possibilities can be incorporated in the search in the 
TRIAL system by means of special word commands and logical operatorso 

Merely stating a word within parentheses will involve that \-10rd in the 
searching process. Enclosing any word between slashes (.£ogo, "/SCHOOL/I1) will 
define the first six characters of that word as the root word and will cause the 
machine to retrieve any word containing the same combination of characterso The 
command "/SCHOOL/Y? therefore will retrieve tischooling" as well as i7schoolou 

Joining any pair of words with an asterisk (,£og., npOLITICAL*P.ARrICIPATIONn) will 
define the words as a phrase and will cause the machine to search for exactly the 
S9Jn e phraseo 

The power of the search command inheres in the use of standard logical 
operators expressed on the punchcard as follows: u.NOT. 'II , noORo", u.ANDon~ and 
UoEOR." (the last operator stands for either/or and is sometimes called the ~
clusive rather than the inclusive tiorti). Perhaps the use of these operators can 
best be conveyed by constructing a sample command for our illustrative education 
and turnout search. 

¥.tILBRATH AND JANDA- SEARCH FOR EDUCATION AND TURNOUT, 7 «EDUCATION .OR. 
/SCHOOL/ .OR. COLLEGE) .AND. (jVOT/ .OR. TURNOUT oORo POLITICAL*PARr ICIPAT ION) )$ 

This command would cause the machine to select only those statements containing 
both one or more keywords specified within the first nest of parentheses and one or 
more keywords specified within the second nesto If the machine finds any statement 
of a proposition or finding that satisfies this logical combination of keywords, 
it will print out the statement and its supportL~g elaboration along with the 
summary of the studyo Theoretically any number of these searches can be made 
during one run on the computer, but the current program is limited to 198 operators 
for a given searcho The dollar sign appearing after the last right parenthesis 
of the search command starts the machine looking for another identification label 
for the next search commando 

We are not convinced for all time that the currently used search and re
trieval operations in TRIAL are the best approach to the problem of managing the 
political science literature, but we do think that TRIAL offers considerable 
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potential and deserves to be given an adequate test. We are preparing to do this 
by using the system for our own literature searcheso The long range utility of the 
system can only be evaluated by the experiences of a variety of scholars o Whether 
or not this system is adopted by the profession is less important than the fact that 
some technique for information retrieval must be found if we are ever to exploit 
fully our political science literatureo 

Implementation and Costs 
Although the development of a retrieval system of the kind we envisage can 

go forth at a single universitYg if the system proves successful and has wide appli
cability, it might be desirable for the national association of a given discipline 
to take responsibility for abstracting and retrieving its literature o The associ
ations for sister disciplines which overlap in their literature might cooperate in 
producing and maintaining their retrieval system. A national center might be 
designated to coordinate the preparation of abstracts and the development of the 
retrieval systemo All abstracted information could be stored on magnetic tapes at 
the center with a large computer available for daily searches at the request of 
academicians throughout the country. 

A large university with a large and readily accessible computer may wish 
to buy a set of the storage tapes and the computer program$ thus placing the system 
at the fingertips of local social scientistso Nevl abstracts could arrive period
ically on new tapes (the computer program accepts abstracts in any order)o Scholars 
located at universities and colleges vdthout full computer facilities could write 
or phone search requests to the center and receive printed output by return mailo 
Photo offset printed copies of the abstracts (arranged alphabetically by author) 
could be published periodically and kept in the reference rooms of college and 
university libraries. 

Such a system would undoubtedly be expensive to develop and maintain. 
The two major costs would be hiring labor for abstracting and buying computer time 
for the storageg searchg and retrieval functions. Our very preliminary estimates 
are that it oosts a minimum of $25 and a maximum of $50 to prepare an abstract of 
an average length journal article~ edit itg and keypunch it for computer input. 
The number of political science articles deserving of abstracting probably does 
not exceed 5~000o We do not have estimates on the cost of abstracting a book but 
one would expect it to average about five times that of an articleo The number of 
political science books deserving of abstracting probably does not exceed 2,0000 
Using maximum estimates throughout we arrive at a total abstracting cost in the 
neighborhood of $750~000. The reader is cautioned to treat these estimates as 
very soft. 

Computer rental costs are changing very rapidly. Although the dollar 
amount per hour is going up, the amount of work done per unit of time is going up 
even faster. As the number of abstracts involved in the search increases~ the 
thoroughness and usefulness of the system also increases g but alsog searching time 
will increaseo It is impossible at this point to estimate how long it will take to 
search abstracts that are not yet written, according to a program that probablY ~~ll 
be changed~ on an advanced machine that has not yet been developed. A fully 
operative system, widely used by scholars, could easily use $lgOOO a dayg or more, 
in computer time. The more searches that could be scheduled for a single run, the 
more efficient the system becomes. 

Although the total cost figure seems largeg several considerations help to 
keep it in perspectiveo Abstracting costs are one-time costs $ a well prepared 
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abstract can be searched hundreds of times without change. Amortized over ten 
years, say~ the annual cost is not great. Secondlys although it costs $25 or $50 
to abstract an article~ it is small compared to the original cost of the labor 
going into the article which may have run from $l~OOO to $5~OOOo Spending an 
additional $50 to significantly increase the utility of the article seems only a 
minor additiono In all likelihood the equivalent of that, or more, is spent in 
time costs by separate scholars taking notes on the article ~r.ithout any cumulative 
benefits being derived. Furthermore i relief from the drudgery of abstracting and 
searching would free acad~~cs for more theorizing and creative investigation. 
Being able to keep on top on their jobs and having the work of coordinate investi
gators automatically brought to their attention should improve the overall quality 
of the work in the discipline.. Especially one would predict a greater likelihood 
that current work 'WOuld build on and be additive to previous work. Such an improve
ment in the quality of work should more than compensate for the cost of the retrieval 
system. 

Over time the abstracting system, if it should become widely used~ will 
influence the manner in which research results are reported. Articles and books 
more frequently will be written so that propositions and findings stand out for ease 
in abstracting. The abstracting form could become the standard outline form for 
articles 0 Eventually~ as a retrieval system is accepted~ researchers may be content 
to report their findings solely to the abstracting centero This would have several 
advantages: 1) Pn abstract prepared by the author generally would be more accurate 
than one prepared by an abstracter at the center. 2) Delay of publication, now 
often up to two years, could be cut to two or three weeks. 3) Preparation of an 
abstract would take about one third the writing time of a journal article o 4) 
Following a standard format would more likely insure comparability of findings from 
one piece of research to another. 

This arrangement would have the disadvantage that full data could not be 
reported in the abstract~ thus other scholars would have difficulty evaluating for 
themselves the results reported by the researcher. Abstracts could be expanded to 
include full data reports but that would lengthen them to the size of journal 
articles and obviate one of the major time saving functions of abstracts. Perhaps 
some other means, apart from journal articles, could be found to evaluate the qualit~ 
of research, thus making it possible to confine research reporting to abstractso 

We are saying, then i that, although an abstracting~ storage i and retrieval 
system will be expensive to develop and maintain~ over the long run it will be a 
less costly way for the discipline to function than the outmoded system now in useo 
Considering this~ and the fact that it is physically impossible for scholars to 
keep abreast of their field single handedly~ we arrive at the conclusion that in 
order to maintain and improve the quality of its research the diSCipline cannot 
afford to ignore current and future developments in automated information storage 
and retrieval systemso 
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TO "M>1PtR 1'II1TH fH[ curSftfUllUN .. 
THE 22 AME~DMENT RECEIVED WIDESPREAD APPRQVAl FOR 3 MAJOR 
R~GSONS-- 1) FEAR, 21 Apr}ROv'AL r.r CHANGE. 31 DISTR,jS; l::;i 

ClO AGC. (P.i.4) 
• 'THE ~C!R f~PRtSSED ~NCLUDEO AOTH FEAR OF POWER 

f ~ D FE A R 0 f THE PEe P L E 'S E n ~ 0 ISO F J IJ [) G M U,I -: • H 

"~o.FEAR Of POW~Ri FE~K OF AGE ANO DES!RE FUR CHh~Gt 
.\(Cown FUR eH pcr. or ALi. iHE REASONS Of-FERrD iN SUPPORT 
OF THE A~ENOMENi. I 

l'sr~ONGEST SUP~ORT !FCR r~f 22 A~ENDMEN7f IS FOUNG A~ONG 
I'iEP'JBLrC""r) (79 ~CT"nDEMOCKATS 60 PCr.'<.,~" \°.47. 

TdIS or "FEEl JCf IS S:G1\IIFICMH J'li filt 0000 LEVEL )r~ 

I~ONF IDENCf .. 
"SUPPORl FOR THE 22ND AMENDMENT IS LARGEST, CLOSE TO 
U"l~\JI~OUSt l~nr~G HIGH SOC:o'-ECmwfHC STAfl1$ Rf~UtH!CArJS 
:91 PCT u),. (\"JD LOwEST ~MONG LOW SOCIO-ECOt..:OMIC ~TATUS 
0E~IJCRArs t~3 P(T.).'· (P .,48i 

~'EOUCATION ~LONE IS NOT SIGNIFICANTLY RELATED TO 
A~~QOV4L <COLl~G~ [CLCATED 70 per. ~rOi HIGH ~CHUOl 
6i PCT., WITH8UT HIGH SCHOOL 62 pcr.)~ SLCIO-ECONOMIC 
SfiTUS SHOWS A CLOSER REl~nONSHif' (HIGH SOr,IO-ECONO~IC 
5T~ruS 7q peT ot MEOIU~ 72 pcr~, LOW 63 PCT.l •••• 't (D~47} 

• '~H£Nt HOWEVER, WE CONrROI. FOR SOCIO-E~ONO~IC ~T!t.rUS 
~ANO~ PAkfISANSHIP, wE F ~D MUCH Mr~E PRO~OUNCED 

DIFFE1~NCES.'· ,e~ITH PARTISANS ANa NON~PAR'ISANS WE 
88SER~E A TREND FOR APPROVAL fO [NC~EASE WIT' !NSRf4SE ON 
sOCrO-'[~ONOMIC STATUS .. ",.~ ... ' n IS ~OSl P!lONOll~CEij ~~I-U~ 
HIGH ~C~IO-ECONO~IC STATUS AND PARTlSANS~IP ZWTERACT W~l'H 
E A C H 'J T 'i E R t A SIN i H f CAS f 0 F H i G H E ( 0"" 0 ~ I C. s;rk. r U $ 
~fr':Jf\LI\.ANS (9JPCL PRO~tl17: SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYA1US 

,,--- .EPUI",LHANS 66 PCl .. PR.O~o" (P./'3} 
HiG~ SES P~OPLE O~TE~ 161 per.) A~P~OVED OF THE 2~ lM~Nn~ENr 

t',iJ,~IJSE: I)F StJSP[C::CN OF ?UBllC ~rSOOM., (p.'ia~ 
1,'~ F,U,r,fI'lN E' OTHl::1{ '=INOINGS TH!S PORHU,VS H ... ~A 

G~~~J DEAL MeRE DlSfRUST O~ ~EOOl[ A~D M(~~ RELIANCE G\ 
S~~).r'l';c.· t..C:.DE:r:S fH.V·J CO Tt-n: M';S';iE ,~ S OF LOn 50CIO-ECLil',G~~~C 

~TCTiJS PE\:'PLl'.·' 
"O'.!. PClWL[ CF OfHEH THI\:'~ HiGi" SES, t~"$.rHE :i,OST 00PUL,'\(-l 
;'Fj~~:"4 cCP ,\t>;ROVt.\l lOr: TrlE 22 A:'>IENOMENTI IS rHE iDEL\ j~f,r 

THt: !""U~D'H:, Jf :S ,1\ TL~JL ~,HlCH CA~ PP.tVENT ONE-:.t,l',\ RULE •. '· 
: r., 49) 

~~pos!rIS~ rc T~E 2~ A~ENOM[Nr IS ONLY SltGHr~Y ~rSHE~ 

~~CNG C~~UCR~IS., ~U~EVERf MeRE OF '~~M HAVE =~IXEO~ 

F:E_I~GS A~OuT !T. lP.SO; 
24 f1C f. LJF THE CEr~OC;{ATS SEE=: BOfH GOOD ~NO ~AD I I 

REPUlitlCANS ANn I~DEPENOEN1S 10 peT. AND 16 PC'Q 
Rt~PFCTIVELY~ 

1 I 
•• f ~ 

'll,) MARI"t:O i{flt,TIOr~Si-!lP WI:>') FOuND BEiWf:EN l~f.$ i\ND O;j\-'J::,!rI(:~~ 

TU iHE 22 A~FNOME.Nr CR BE:. rWEEN Pl\RTISANSHIP A"~O arrQS! ;-ltll-.!. 
THE~E WAS ~o RELATIONSHIP fO Q?POSITION WHEN 60TH 
PARTISANSHIP AND SES WERE CONrR0LLED. 1?50' 

t 'OPPOSITiON •• OOES N3T SEEM 10 BE ~~IQUE TO ANY ONE 
GRV0P--AND IS SLIGHT [N ANY C~5Ef NEVER EXCEfDiNG 12 pef. 
Exr~r' FOK O~E GRUUP-- HIGH SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEMOCRATS. rHIS 
f";ROU? 1S MUST OPPOSED TO fHE AMEtO:1t.'H (2'5 PCr'~) M'D FOR THE: 
~~SCN THA~ IT IS ~~TI-DE~CC~AT!C~ ~E Musr, HCWEV~Ro BEAR 

Pl '-'lND 1rlAT our, '\j FLit iHIS GROt'P IS O"JlY q., THESE PEOPl.E 
ARE A VE~Y hOMOG~NEOuS G~OUP-- THEY ARE ~LL STAUNCH 
p ,~ R II SAN:; 1 "l hi E. .' H A '/ I N ( SId r C rH': D THE! R "C T C : THE V ARE A l S ~j 
~ll ~E~~." tP.~~i 
; E 1\0 
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f\(~Ff('~ 1C l.Hi!J11fu~. ;)f L. M.I.U~h:;.rH~ '.~~Rf.D!SPCSU rJ~!~ 
ra~AAO ~OLlrICAL CON~~NT10N.I' frlE WfSrE~~ POLITICAL 
QU R,"UU.y, ~IO.l. 13., lARCH 1950, ?P. 5-18~ HHS ARYIClf 
FOUND THA~ ~espaNOE~T~ R~N~t~G H1GH ON SOtlABl~ITY " ••• 
WERE SIGNlfIC~NJLY ~ORE LIKELY TO CONTACT A POLITJCIA~! 
CAMPAIGN, SOLICIT FUNOS~ A~O SE CONSUliEO ON POLIC~.G' 
t~.60) . THE.SOC1AllPCSChlf FOR THE LOBBYISTS CORREU,Tf0 
HIGHl~' WITH CAfJIIPAIGNH'G .. NO SotICIT!~G r~JNI)~ AS DID Y:-if: 
Dl'HER STUDY. BEING ACTIVE .. IN A F.lRl,(, ':ONTRI8UrIN!~ Ft.J''i05. 
iNO WOlDING nFflCE ACHIEVEO A lOW CQRkELAflON FOR iHi': -
LOaB.Ylsrs. THESE WERE HO:r STATISiICALlV £IGNIFICAl\IT If; 
:~E OTHER STUDY. 

~~"Gfull~rCli PART1CIP~r%ON SEEMS. TO SE A SPECIAL CAS[ O~ 
o GE~t~a~ SOCIAL PA~TICIPtTION PATTER~.'· tP.5~) 

. - . - -- .. -- - .. -
PERSOHAliTV ANO ENVl~ON~ENTAl FACTORS CORU. ;.sHING 

WI Hi POl!.Tit:.~l PAIol.TICH~A 10,. ...... SEE~ TO CORPt~.Ar~ ALSO 
WlfH FA~TICIPATiON IN OTHER TYPES OF CQM MUNlrv ~crIV[TtE5 
~e •.• PERSONALiTY FACTORS RfQUISItE.FOR GENERA~ SOCIAL 
~'Rr,llPATION ARE ALSO REQUISIfE FOR POlIf!tAL 

. t~T t(. 1 P.A i. !Oh 8.V.\ ... tHE11LPRESENCt .DOES. I'iQT ~ECE$S;lR [l Y 
P~OOJCf. POllneAl "C.TIV!TV~" 

S(>t. L.06&'fiS-:-S At\t N')T ~\i!~~: :.f1 . .. ~'~~1~_\~ f):l'. "C<i 1 ~lq 

01' , ~ R ~ A ~ E.. :. P ~ 55 , 

C~fES ARrJC(E BY L. ~IleRATH, I ~ rH e ~OLJ1'CAl PARTY 
AcrIV~~V OF ~AS~:~GrON ~16a'lSTS~'M ~YE .O~RNAL Of 
,~,LJT1CS~ vC: .. 2U· 1>44':' 1958~ pP. 33-34. 

p",' . .:!;; '''L~ JR NOT A ,_J3S\r5T :s. ACT{vE 11\1 PARTISAN ~O':"ITlC~; 
1 ,« r~ ".;S·-, : '- ,'iTL ye.N • .n·S--5~·;':-~-Oi.; ~vt NG 1:-xPEffl ENCE· R.ATHE P. .~ HM" 
IJfsCl~ ·i:S ?~: E AS A _Q5B".sr .. 'P.55J 

--;-"J ~E~, 5 .jNS '~,:. N~ i N~ ·(~r'GH- r.N-sCffi-=rT" -W"ER.-e-s·r-GN I F lC~.N r L··t M(}K. ~ 
(_llf~L rrJ '-~:,/E 8E.t~ . ,\C::·.·1 P( ~ _ I>O.IH~~l?ART\", TO HAVE 
Cl,E"~ ?: -i, ';;OS .1< MORE TCl l tlOLtTiCAl CHVA~I'iNt TC h;\VE 

~ : 'r'~' N 1 CI~ "\a~l· ~J"":i· .\RY ::o~n~:BUl :LJN$ TO A 'C_ITlCAl 
. .. . . . - -

Pl'''''' 1." 1~:;\lI, QA·f: '" "HE PAsr 5 YEARS, ANO ~o HAVE 
_ ... ~':' .. i: l' ~ .. ~.l ".J:- ~~ .. 1:: .. ~~\mS_.JHA~ WE3LPE~.~.Q~~_ R;~.NJ(_I NG_ LQ~ :~'j 

Sf) . . ~ .. • r y , (P :i 9 \ 



Sf'TEMENT OF PROPOSITiO".-~ 

UXT IS OUR CONCLUSION T~AT THE ORGANIIAi(ONS LOR8YISTS WORK 
FOA HAVE NO APPREtIASL~ EFFECT ON THE CORREL~T{ONS BETWEEN 
PERSONAllTV TRAIlS AND POlITrCAl ACTIvITIES." fP~64! 

THE O~GAN[IAIIONS THE LOSBVlSTS WO~KED FOR WE~E GROUPED 
4S TO THEIR o'POWER~T THE POLL~tt~ (P~64) REFLECTING SIZE 
OF MEM8eRSHIP~ FiNANCIAL RESOURCES, AND CONCERN WITH 
ELeCT~RAL OUTtO~E. PO~ER AT THE POLLS WAS RUN AS A CONTROL! 
AND iiS EFFECT ~AS NEGLIGIBLE. 

J'OUR OATA iNDICATE 'HA~ PERSONS SCORING HiGH ON F IA 
~EASURE OF AUTHOR!TARIANiSM! ~Q HAVE A BARRIER TO PAR!I~A~ 

F'D~,JTJC~_t Ac.rl'JiT-r. i. P":'::<~1 

HA HIGH seOIlE llli THE f SCALE CQRRElATES NEG,~TIVELY 
WITH ALL TV~ES or POLITICAL PARTICIPAT!ON CONSIDERED IN 
iHIS SiUDY.i' f?cll THE K-~ RELIABILITY OF THIS SCALE IS 
.5~. AUTHORITARIANISM REFlEcrs PREJUDICE AN~ ANTIDEMOCRATIC 
Arlii~C:S. ;( HAS NGT REEN ~fT~RMINED WH~r IT MEANS IN 
TfR~S OF THE BEHAVIOR OF T~E ;0 :riC~L S'STE~. 

STATEMENT OF PROPOS1!10N~c; 

lOCIALIJY FACTORS INFLUENCE ~OYIV~TION FOR ELECflVE OFfICE 
BUT NOT fOR AP~aI~TlvE O~F!~[~ iP~6!\ 

ONLY 5 PtRSONS !N tHE SAM~LE ~AO ~ElO ELECT!vE OFFICE. 
"FOUR OUT OF f~VE SCORED HIGH ON DO~lNANC~, SOCIALITY, AND 
ESTEE" ••• ~ MlNY LOBBYiSTS HAO HELD 19PO(\fI~E OFFICE BUT 
'HIS BEHAVIOR SHOWED NO ~ELI';ON WIT~ r~: PFR~ONAltrv 
V,lR LUH. f S # < .. ~ ,-- (F '",:, _ 1 

STATEMENT Of PROPOS!T!DN~~v 

DIffeRENT P~RSJNA' FACTORS ENTER THE $~LF-SttEClI0N PROCESS 
OF ~ECRUIr~EN1' 10 ,)UBlIC Or:FICE IN ;HE LEGISLATIVE VS. THE 
EXECUTIVE 6RANCH~ LEGIS~A¥iVE OF~lrI~LS ARE MORE SOCIARlE, 
}.JA,VE ~DRf STRONGLY ?ARTlS,a;-! ATTrT0i)ES. ANO ARE MORt: ACTf\!: 
n~ 00lffiCS THA~ f.(ECU,lVE CFFfC:AI,). 

• !!HIS SUGG~SrS l~~T pe~SO~ALrTV FACTORS ENTER INfO THE 
SELECTION OF DECISION-MAKERS IN ThE EXECUTiVE BRANCH AND 
DECISiO~-~AKERS TN T~f lFGtSL~TI~E B~ANCH.·· 



PR06l~~-- "THE DEGREE TO WHiCH AN INDIYIDUAl 
?A~HtCIP'\rES !~ OECISION-MAKING \1Jlll VARY GREATLY IN ANY 
~MO'JSTRIA.~ i l f.f.; ')(lC IfTY iN ACCORDANCE WITH SUCH f 4C TORS, AS 
P~L!TICAl OFfICi, SOCIAL CLASS i POlITICA~ IOEOtCGV, AND 
SKil~ IN IN:ER~CrING WiTH INDIVIDUALS OF DIVERSE VALUE 
PRE~ERENCES.t. 'P~l) "!HE QUEST!O~ IS WHY SO~E Mf~ ARE 
f40RE POLITICAL THAN OTHERS AND fOR WHAT REASONS .. H rp"l.i 

P~THE 'URPose OF THiS PAPER IS TO SUGGEST SOME OF rH~ 

CAUSAL RELAT10NS~!PS 8ETWEEN PERSONALITY ANO pai~lriCAl 
BEHAVIOR ANO MORE PARTICULARlV THE DEGREE Of INDfvrDUAl 
PQLITIC4L INVOLVE~ENT.·' iP.Z) DEFiNES PERSON~~I;V AS A 
~' •• ¢SET OF uENOURI~G PREDISPOSITIONS= TOWARD SJM[ ~SPE(rS 
OF THE PERsaN~5 WORLD.". (P.Z) OEFINfS PCLIT1C5 AS A 
CO~PlEX OF INTEr.PERSOMAL REltlrON$. 

DISCUSSES THE PERSONALITV TRAIT OF socraBiL1TY 10 
OETE~MIN.E UNDER WH~T CONDITIONS iT ACfS TO CcrE~~~Nf: THE 
OeGRE~ OF POLITICAL X~VOLVEMENT& 

RESE'td((K DES IGN-- OAT A USEO ~~ERE OER I VE D FR.OM A 
SURVEY Of JAPANE~E LAW STUDENTS CQNJUrTE~ IN EARLY 1960 :N 
tOOPERAr~ON WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIO~JGYs UNIVERSITY OF 
TOKYO~ OAT' WERE GATHE~fO AT THE UN1VERsrfY OF rOKYU. fHE 
Uf'U lfEP.S l TV OF K yara, ANI) 'rNE LEl Al RE Sbl.RCH I N$ -: 1 ru¥(: 
BECAUSE THESE SCHOOLS HAVE l TRAorrION 45 [NSTlrUTIO~S OF 
POLITICAL TR4INING. THE SAM~lE CONfAIN$ 290 SECOND-YEAR 
INSTITUTE TRAINEES. 260 U''iIVEIUtr~' Or r·J'<'·o srUJPHS, ~NO 
113 UNIVERSITY OF KYOTO STUOENT5. 

Sf;'-ItN HEMS M~e USED fO ME;,\S!J,~~ Hl= iJ£G~EE OF 
SOCIA8IlITY. THE IrEMS ARE--

Hl. IN A GROlJP r US'J~L,Y !r~\<1Z "~1E ~f$~O~St.8111TY ~(jR 

SETTING PEOPLE INTRoouCeo. 
2. IN SOCIAL CON'I~RS.\~r.ONSf· l tt=RrsQJE,II'i~Y r..iA\lE DEFINITE 

IDEAS ANO TRY TO CON~l!iiCE l)rHERS .. 
3. IT IS HARD FOR ME ~u ~:HD .\NyrH·NG TO TALK A80UT 

WHEN ! MEET A NE~ oERSON. 
It~ ~HEN I rHHi~ SOME ·~ .. nr'4G 1. $ GIJJti .~!1R smjf:Q~~ ~ ! 

FREQUENTLY H~'f TO ~ERSJ~,Df H .pc,,~,\,. "~!'S ; ~ r,·.~ [,!\SE" 
50 WHf:N!~ A GROflP 0<:: ·jF.:QPI..r=, l H~\vE IR(n8L~ rH~NK[NG 

OF THf RIGHT T~INGS TO 'AL< A~cur~ 
6 . I W.OUlD R~n5E;~ N)" H~VE ',H'1 MUCH RESPDi"CIBJllf'f 

FOR OTHE~ PEOPlEo 
7. i r-REFEq BE H4G W. Pi (J"I-'H! ,J :LJf11,E rHA~ 8Y My:.tU:. 
,. iN COJf,:; fRuC rr u,; ~ - HE ~C ~U: ,)f S JC !. MH L. I TV BASED UPON 

!Hf ~fS'1'JiI;I.:;r; I)A··rf.'H.i~ (1'= ~l·! .. ·'jr;:·FS ';. -:-t-: )F,\j£N !Tr;4~, t'Hif 
RESPO~DfNT~ ARE D!CHCTOM~ZED ACCO~G~~G ~o THE DEG~EE 0F 
THEiR S:JCIABILiTY. TH::JSE WHO S·:',Pt:J ONE! r~J\, THP:EE OR 
FOUR {52 PCTn) ARE C1TEGDRIIED AS ~~GH SOCfA8l~ AND IHOSE 
~IT~ StORES Of FI~E. SIX, SEvEN A~U f~GMi (48 PCTr) AKE 
CATEGORIZED AS lOW SOCIABLE. ~HE COEfFIG~ENI OF 
REPRODUCIBILITY IS .9138" (P~5~ 

·'.~.THE RESPONDENTS ARE OrV1DED INTO THREE tATEGO~IES 
ON THE ~AS1S OF lHEl~ EXPRESSED INVOLVEMENT IN POLIT1CS-
PCLITICAlS 132 PCT.) WHO HAVE A SrRO~G EN~J~H :"~ERESY IN 
POLITICS TO PLAN A POLITICAL CAREER ON EITHER A PART-TIME 
OR FULL-TIME BASIS, SPECTATORS {52 PCT.} WHO ARE ME~fLV 

I~iERF.SrEO [~. ~ArCHING POL!TICAl EVENTS ANa HAVE ~O CUR~f.Nr 
INTENTICN O~ ~OI~G I~T~ POLITICS THE~SElVES. AN0 
APOI..HtCALS \H. peT,,} ~dO ARE Nor INTERESTED l"ll ?O.:T.CS.'· 

P.:;··6J 



~ ~,.' ;';,1 . ~,.t<,.. , . H~t r- ,1.\ • d 1:-:; \.' -'t-. \ A ~~1... c!~ T H~(' i ~" 

Gf';~~~1l rr!f=.:"'~~~ .• H'~, ~C.·A8E i' ': tM UW1! .It~~ ~HE HI;.,·· -;::S 
~E5PONc.t.rrs !~~ :" ~ ·h.n\l~ POt. nct.~ CAQ.Ef"'~·- ll~.dt.i\!.. ;~,/>;t 
f;";£; t.-,'t1Ll,}!?,.(. Ot 4. 9';Jn··il~E JlW ~dlLE:: 1N LA)/ S·:tWOlS, A':~\ 

[Hf tU.'.{!·~G U~ ·,\.ltNY C.iIS.;: FRi£::'·· n SOCiABILITY ~f1'Ud£5 
Q~E rO.EH'E~ PUL1T1CtL ~lFE ~~EN IT IS ACCO~PAN'~D BY T~~ 
·;:OU,.OW i;tG C nff~' r ij~td f 1.C..TQR.S.~~:. J'llPlltiG NO .Mf;~8t P.S Of 7r.Jf. 
PR.H~'-fH' G~!JHr' IN Gnv':Rr~ENT ~D~~. HAVP~G NO E}tN:~l:::Nr.~s 1i\11 
~OLITICAL :AMPlIGNS. AND 8ELCNGINC :'0 THE YOUNGESt AGf 
G"QU? tl-<r-l2'.,. Sf}t.~ABH,lf" IS OPERAn\ff IN IoCOP'\i,HP~(, fl"t:' 
HIGH S~S MESPONOENrs TO ~w I~In IN AC!!Uf FOtIT!CA~ ~~tr 
~fGMWl.ES_ OF WHf:THc:~ OR. ~f;T THf.~ HA'i~ ONf np, ~Gilf. 0:: y:-;~ ~:, 

~Fl.PiAR't G&QiJP M.F.H8i.KS 1,;:"4 .~CIl·~'f POl! n:CS,,'! ~P,l<'l 
~·~.~SOCJ~8'll.V I~ , ~~leVA~T t~TE~URY 0F ~,~A~'~iS 

,~ ~XPlAlNI~G THE PRQCfS~ Of POltTJCAL SO~:~ti!Arl~~ ~V0 
fHE RH':f.\\J!fMG;jt' OF ?Ot!Y£Ct.1. LEADER.S .. • ~ fP«!.!.' 

H !'ift. ~=GHtf!. ~H~ S~Jr..I$.ra !lY (J~ A i'U:')?Cf~~\EHT flit: ~GRt 
PCL!TrCilEO p; IS." {P~6) 

HIGP-
I't.E'DHm 
lOw 

VOLlr.CAl 'NVOlV~~fNT 
ru·,n·.L~:!o\L:;. S.PECr{i;ro~.~· ,\?Of~!rICAlS ~i 

~,2 PCT. 
J2 
2) 

.. 

~·5 
1:::1 
.J .. 

52 

L.l.-) 

31'S 
l~i) 

StAfe~ENT OF P~OOO$!!:ON ••• 

_'l" .. " .. S-:;~il~U iil' HAS. A'~ ;H1eTl~'Iil.ll'''· ~I::;~(' rJ'j T"1\:- )f.,.\J,'~:~~. 
~nl .c. __ 

~. __ k:j~. (1 t~~4 r~ W! .• rfF.Mr.:~·:. ·J~q.';~.A fl;,) ~'} '"H:0.)'i '_ ... 

a~EiHiArIQ~~£: f~p61 

°HH5 Rf\..t.i~!.inSt·H~ l~ ~<IJ·~ A~ 5:r .. ~i"G FO~ rrh; ~:P.f:VAl. 

••• ol fOP- THE r'QNSfR'J\U'':f. JHS~:~~OtN'"S, ~ i-tD~icVEf.t':.' .·\t,~c f.~~ 
r..E;:::HHrEl~ A OISC<:"kh:f.~I:.E q:,!'1~~W:Y' F·')R. \H~ Hft~K S~~("iA3(.(:: 

~~s;rGND€'HS fO flE ~CR~ POI '·XC~U:.)~ 

. . 

1·.~.S0C:ABlll'v OnES ~DT RE~ATE TO THE DEGREE OF POLItical 
~VOLVEHENT ~NLE$S A RfS~ONDeNr co~es F~aM AN UPPEH ~OC!~~ 

C~~~~ 6AC~GRG~N0 .• tP." 

Tri~ 0~lY POSITiVE AND 5TA!J~T[CALlY S'GNIFIC!NT 
fi'El.kT'i'fJ"JSHP' bi:rWEE~ soti~Bt., ITY A~O !Hf DEG EE (,f P~~l ~f~(.1.L 
1t.!JOl\;'(~ENY ICE FI~O !~ M~QNG nit: !·.HGN Sf:5. l.lfiERti, 
::~:S?OKDE(.i.S .. '(Hi: C-U-SO!J.~K£ AI'~,t;,l.Y$~S Of- n"!lS :JFf-lRfN(r (~. 
3~13, ·~;'i1tH IS ;)IGNif-~CA.'T AT OH: .. 02 Lf-Vf.t" AlTHO;J-':;:{ i"F 
;ft~ND is NOnC(,~f\Lb niE RElA)1CN,) i~v IS 01 ;;;l;.o!~J::;:,\; .. q 
'';!'1~ !/":E rn(~"l SES UFiS~P~'!\T(Vf ~E.SPU"10~t·if~ ..... ,,,LiJS 
~tl.u.~;f}~5F!.(j CJ~ :'H>S.!~RS ~Cl .P' ffit'\' ;>".l.~ n..it ~1\;OH),"', ')Z~ .H:C 
' .. Ct! \(S '-<"~~:'mt(jtl'f~S,!' 
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1i£ASYUfJ~N; .. /JM.RELAJES$ AriD _S~ GNrFd:.AftCE Of lJOlITltAl 
PA~rlC'r~'noN AT T~ COM~UUtTV t.E"t*El. 

NU)~L.E"'--' · ...... ui1e 0:: THE SASlC OUEST!OfocS W:iICH 
. __ . ___ . . CHAUfmiES.. POL!T : CAL. ... ~tUMTl SIS_!S .WY SOr.1E ~E~6ERS OF_ THe: 

'C~MUHIlY AR~ ~ORt POli11CAl THAW OiMERS ANO FOR ~HAT 
~EASONS s • , ( P. 1 j 

~·t) is THE PURPose OF fHIS STUDv ••• ro Cl~5SfF¥ THE 
~iEm:~Al POPULATION .Of A ';~PIJI~f5€ tOM~UJ!H"Y UHO SEYERAl 
~ArEGO~:~~ tN rE~MS Of r~E ~XTE~T TO ~HICH ONE ?~RTICIPArES 

_ _____ . . IN._CDHMutnIl_PJJlU'ICAl..._ LifE_, AtfO Sf!;O:-.iO, fO OEIfRMtNf 
AT'RleOi~S OF E~CH C~TE'OftYs~' 'P.l) CONCERNED WITH WHY 
SOMe ~EW ARE HORE POLITIC l THAN OTHERS AND THE INP~iCAr}ONS 
FRO~ THiS fuR POlIT1CAl CHANGE. o'POlITICS IS CONCff~ED 
MERE AS THE WEB Of INTfR,\CTION (.OiiiCERNEO ~I TH LOCAL 
GOVEftNt-tENT~ ElEC110H, A"D OTHER COMMUNITY AfFAIRS. PO!...Ir:cs 
.fl~f!:~S TO.. ANY 6EHAY.IOR MFfC TIHG HtE SCOPE Of GOVE RNHf.NT 
AClIVITIESu" tP~2) 

RfSE~RCH DESIGN-- iNTERVlc~S 187 VOlfR$, SEl~(TED AT 
~ANOON. IN THE SU~HER OF 196~ IN ~ SMALL JA~A~ESE CuMMUNi-TV 
OF 16,500 ?EOPlE LOCATEO NEAR TOKYOb 

o'rlV~ ITEMS FRON A BATTER V O~ STATEMENTS REG~ROING 
.JilfTERPfRSO~A.L. REl.A 11~S ARf: USf;O I N ACCORDANCE w [ r~i 
GUTT~.N·S SCALING TECKNIQU~S TO ~EASURE THE DEGR~e OF 

"- POLITICAl, PART~CIP:ATION", iHf. r;:~,,~ iTEMS 14iClU~tl} ARE--
1 •• iAS ~NYONE co.-.e rr:. "OU wil"l"hN ),t , t P~Sl 'rtAf( FDR 

'DvICE ON POlITXCA PAR\~ DR EL€CrrON M~\rERSn$ 
2. HOW OfTEN HAVE TOU SEt!OUS.' OiSt0SSEO .. OCA . 

___ . _____ GDVfR~fJCE~J_J)R C..ofVUlN!Tt ~~ArTe~S !)U.~(NG THE PAS.T \(A~, ,HO~ 

fMUI.Y.S 
3. HAVE YOU 'A~E~ A~ ACI LVE PARl ON ANY ~OCAl 

GOVERNMENT OR COHMUN P ' Y . )SUf. S ;. Ie ;: TI-JE ~, N~E >:A iI ON 1 N 
1955 .. $ 

4. & HAVE A LISl O'r SOME at iHc-HINGS ?EOPlE 00 THAT 
HEl'. A ~Afn1 QR A CAN!HOAle J) JiF.N E""E.C~luN. • . COULD YOU 
TELL ME WHETHER YOU oro AN' OF THESE ~H[NGS DURiNG THE LASf 
eleCTIO~ CAMPAIGN (HOUSE OF COU~SE~OR? LAST YEAR~S DID YOU 
ATTEND 'MV POLITICAL MEErINGS . S 

5. HOW IN1~R~STEO ARE VOU IN ~HAr THE CITV GOVERNMENT 
IS OOING .. $ 

_ ______ . gfP.~OO_UCIBJJ ... J.1Y. fO~ .LHIS S<;Ai..jNG 1 S ""g __ ~HIL~ [TEM 
SCALAB!LITY IS .17. FIVE IteMS INCLUOED IN fHE SCALING 
GIVE US SIX ~ROUPS OR CATEGORiES OF 'PERFECT' PATleR.NSc THE 
FIRST THREE GROUPS ARE CO~fH"'EO TO FOR~ rHE GROUP Of 'HiGH' 
POlITI~Al PARTltIFAT!ON {N.~9). fHE FOUKiH G~OUP 

,-- - -.-;-- --.. -.' - r ~ ~ .-' ~ ..... 
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